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Edited by Steve Chilton

Tales from the Mac Room - a month (or
two) in the life of the CARTO-SOC
Listserv

As not all members of the Society are subscribers to CARTO-SOC,

it seemed a good idea to summarise some of the information that

has been communicated. The following is a summary of a typical

couple of month’s transactions. The questions and answers are not

credited to the contributors, but where contact details are deemed

appropriate to the answer they are included. As much as possible

direct advertising or blatant commercialism his been edited out of

these highlights. It is hoped that publishing this data will help

those not “wired” to keep in touch will developments that are noti-

fied through the CARTO-SOC listserv.

Q: Are there any Mac users who know about running

GIS software (ArcView/MapInfo etc) on a Mac ? What I

need to know for starters is can I do it or will I have to

use a Windows PC ?

A: There are several good packages for the Mac. For ras-
ter-based GIS there is MFWorks from Thinkspace in
Ontario which is excellent.

http://www.thinkspace.com

The heaviest-duty relatively pure vector-based GIS pack-
age on the Mac that is Mac-only (and reads and writes
ArcView and ArcInfo formats) is MapGrafix. They have
been around for a long time and a number of cities are using
their GIS solutions.

http://www.comgrafix.com/

On the other hand a cross-platform vector package that runs
on UNIX, Mac and Windows is TNT MIPs and the free
TNTLite from Microimages . It runs under an X-windows
shell that has never really been optimised. However it is a
fullblown GIS and Image Processing package and can do
just about anything you want.

http://www.microimages.com

Another good cross-platform package that is heavier on the
Image Processing side but certainly has GIS functionality
is ENVI from RSI. It is much faster than TNT MIPs and
they are adding more GIS capability through time.

http://www.rsinc.com/envi/index.cfm

A: according to the Mac products guide ArcView is avail-
able for the Mac, at least it was couple of years ago. I also
found some literature on a product called Geo-Navigator
from about 1996, which was apparently used successfully
by some organisations. I don’t know if it’s still around, but it
was distributed by PAX Technology (phone:- 01491

572282). Apparently MapInfo used to be available for
Macs but isn’t anymore.
There’s also MapPublisher in conjunction with Freehand or
Illustrator which has GIS functionality, but I don’t know
how it compares with a fully fledged GIS.
I was looking to see if it was possible to run ArcInfo under
SoftWindows, but was told it needs a dongle to run, which
could be difficult or impossible under emulation. I have
managed to get ArcView to run under Softwindows though.

A: MapInfo 4.0 should still be available for the Mac, as
should ArcView 3. In both cases you would be running with
rather older versions than are on the PC, but for many peo-
ple either of these would do all they wanted. If you are more
interested in creating or using GIS data for map purposes
rather than do fancy overlay analyses and database interro-
gation, then MAPublisher 4 is a mini-GIS that has many of
the characteristics of a package like MapInfo, but without
the high end analytical tools.

A: We have no problem running ArcView and ArcInfo
under VPC/Win95 - we run it on several G4s and 500 mHZ
G3s. We also run, natively, on the Mac a variety of GIS pro-
grams: MFWorks (cross platform); TNT MIPS (lite) - the
full version runs too; ENVI; DIMPLE; MULTISPEC;
Illustrator with the Avenza GIS modules. Some of these
tend more towards Image Processing, but all have some
GIS capabilities to some extent.

Q: I’ve just found that our current version of the excel-

lent graphing package DeltaGraph (4.0.1) isn’t happy

running on MacOS 9.0.4 As our version is four years old

I’m not that surprised - but I’m having great difficulty

finding out about upgrading.

DeltaPoint don’t seem to have a website, none of the big

UK software dealers list it, and the only information I

can find is on the SPSS website, talking about version

4.5. I’m sure I read somewhere about v5 coming out.

Does anyone know of the fate of DeltaGraph? Is it still

available? Is it really now an SPSS product?

A: DeltaGraph is an SPSS product now. See the web site for
info on the current version (4.5).

http://www.spss.com/deltagraph/

Just as a follow-up to this, SPSS have indeed acquired
DeltaGraph, and the current version for MacOS is v4.5.
However, if you want to buy DeltaGraph in the UK, rather
confusingly you have to buy through SPSS Science, not
SPSS itself - they are two separate companies! Be aware
that there is a range of pricing dependant on your organisa-
tion having multiple/site licences and there is a different
price range for academic institutions. Further details from:

http://www.spss-science.co.uk

However, I’m pleased to say that free updaters are also
available from:

http://www.spss.com/tech/downloads/dgraph.htm

and it appears that v4.0.5 runs happily under MacOS 9.0.4.
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Q: I am a Ph.D holder in Transport Geography which

has involved me in drawing maps. I want some software

which allows me to draw (or scan in) a map and by refer-

ring to a point, line or polygon, have the system tell me

what relevant knowledge it holds. This knowledge could

be in a variety of media and user selectable. My sketchy

knowledge of modern cartography suggests that this

has been done. Any suggestions/information please.

A: Obviously this is a task that any GIS software could per-
form, e.g. ArcView or MapInfo. However, if you want to
distribute your map widely or use it on the web, then you
can not assume that all the potential users will have spent
£1100 on software like that. In such a scenario you could
use the MAPublisher pdfPLUS format. You would need
MAPublisher working within either Freehand or Illustrator.
Draw your map as usual, but use MAPublisher to create and
populate a spreadsheet of information for each layer. Once
finished save your file as a pdfPLUS file, and distribute it.
All the user will need is the Acrobat viewer and the two free
pdfPLUS plug-ins for Acrobat. Then from within Acrobat
they can run a query to locate any object (e.g. New York), or
click on an object to view the spreadsheet entries associated
with it.

A: GIS software can do this, but if you have Macromedia’s
Director software or even Adobe’s Live Motion software,
you can do the same thing (and add animation). And then
you can publish it to a web site very easily, and in a format
that spans across platform lines.
Also, if you make a Director file you can export it into a
self-contained movie that you can have people download,
etc. I’ve made animated and interactive maps with both of
these programs and they have worked out well.

Q: Peregrinations around the WWW in search for

“Geocarta International” have drawn blanks, so I’m re-

sorting to your society which might have info on the

sponsoring body of this journal, and/or a web address.

A: Geocarta International can be found at:

http://www.geocarto.com/

Q: I am a member of the SOC and I have been many

times helped by the chapter in the Bulletin of the SOC,

“Computers in Cartography”. It is a very useful source

of information and you have several times given solu-

tions to many problems I have met since I am using

Computers. I would be most grateful if you could advise

me on a problem. Until two years ago I was producing

maps on PC using Autocad 12. I am now working on

Mac Freehand which I find much better for many rea-

sons. I have a lot of prepared maps saved in Autocad

(extention .dwg) that I need to tranfer to Mac Freehand

and revise them. I do not know how to tranfer all these

files and be able to work on them. How I must export

them?

A: Best way would be to export the drawing file (in
AutoCAD) into a Drawing Exchange Format (*.dxf) then
use CAD Publisher to convert the DXF file into an Encap-
sulated Post Script file (*.eps), which Freehand can import.

A: Try exporting from Autocad as .dxf format. Freehand
should import DXF, though I have found this import unreli-
able on occasion. The DXF import in the MapPublisher

suite of xtras for Freehand (Avenza software) is much more
reliable, though of course this would mean extra expense.

A: I would make two suggestions for moving AutoCAD
.dwg files into the likes of Freehand or Illustrator.

1. Especially applicable if you have been using AutoCAD
Map and thus have attribute info.
Use FME from www.safe.com, or the MapInfo Universal
Translator (effectively the same thing, but comes with
MapInfo) to convert the .dwg files into MapInfo Mif/Mid.
Then use MAPublisher to import into Freehand or Illustra-
tor. Your co-ordinate system, projection, styles, attributes
should be retained with MAPublisher 4, and everything ex-
cept the styles with MAPublisher 3.5.

2. Appropriate if there are no attributes that need to be kept.
Export into a DXF R13 or R14 file. Use MAPublisher to im-
port into Freehand or Illustrator. All layer information will
be retained, and also style information with MAPublisher 4.
Co-ordinates will be as in AutoCAD. Projection will be the
same, but not explicitly remembered.

A: If you are able to obtain the files in dxf format you can
use MAPublisher to easily bring them into FreeHand while
maintaining all the geographic and database attributes. If
not, you can use FME from Safe Software to convert the
dxg files to any of dxf, mid/mif or shape format and then use
MAPublisher. MAPublisher is a suite of cartographic Xtras
for FreeHand that enables GIS files to be imported and
worked on in FreeHand. You may obtain more information
as well as a fully functional demo at:

www.avenza.com

A: I have successfully used the following route. Software
required - MapInfo, MaPublisher and Freehand/Illustrator.

Step 1 - MapInfo

Using the MapInfo Universal Translator tool, import as
source each DWG file and export as a destination file in
MapInfo MID/MIF (NOT tab) format.

Step 2 - MaPublisher

Import the MapInfo Mid/Mif file into Freehand/Illustrator
using the MaPublisher Plug-in filter.

Pre-processing

If the maps are complex and you require separate layers in
Freehand, save each of the AutoCad layers as separate files
for the MapInfo convertion process. MaPublisher can be
used to import the MapInfo Mid/Mif files as individual lay-
ers in a single file in Freehand. Some editing may still be
required in Freehand in relation to fonts, or custom line
types and area patterns whichever method used.

Q: We are looking for a search engine which will allow

you to calculate the nearest site - UK National Grid. If

you have a series of fixed locations on a map and you

type in your postcode or coordinates, the search engine

would be able to indicate which is your nearest fixed lo-

cation. Also with the resultant map view, we need the

user to be able to zoom out or in or pan right, left, up &

down. Does anyone know of such a facility which is per-

haps off-the-shelf software?

A: Something like MapInfo MapXcite would do this for
you at a reasonable cost. It is designed to just do the ‘where
is the nearest’ task.
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Q: I would like to produce a lot of hardcopy maps of the

World and World’s Continents for students. Anybody

knows of low-cost base maps or data ?

A: Try Gisdatadepot.com. They have tons of data for the
whole world available online for free. If you order
MAPublisher, not only do you receive an excellent and
powerful map design product but you will also receive a
world data file that has the entire world in a usable vector
format that can be manipulated as desired, royalty free.

www.gisdatadepot.com

A: If ready-made hardcopy outline maps are of interest, the
National Council for Geographic Education sells a set of 23
outline maps. The set includes two world maps, two hemi-
sphere maps, maps of the continents, and maps of smaller
regions such as central and eastern Europe. The maps are.
iIntended for use by students, and are designed to photo-
copy well. The cost of the map set is $5.00. A map set is
described in detail on the web page:

https://www.ncge.org/cata-
log/showProduct.cgi?maps&mmi*ncge-20.

A: Go to Odden’s Bookmarks at:

http://oddens.geog.uu.nl

and search for “outline maps”. This will turn up a dozen or
so sites with exactly what you’re looking for, including one
from National Geographic Society:

http://www.nationalgeographic.com/resources/ngo/educa-
tion/xpeditions/main.html

And one from Hammond, Inc:

http://www.eduplace.com/ss/ssmaps/index.html

Q: Can anybody advise me on the maximum number of

layers that are allowed in Illustrator?

A: Unlimited number of layers in Illustrator 8 (I don’t know
about ver. 7 or 9). I successfully tried 5000 layers in a test.

A: I understand it is somewhere in the order of 32,000.

A: Having worked with Illustrator documents containing
around 400 layers and very complicated Europe Road Atlas
type mapping, I can safely say that this really makes your
life very complicated. You end up with a huge list of layers.
You spend your life scrolling up and down it to find what
you are looking for, you need to be really consistent and
explicit with your layer names, otherwise next time you
look at the map you will have forgotten what they all are,
and so forth. I know exactly why people do want lots of lay-
ers and that is because it is the only way of being able to
select e.g. Towns from 1 to 5000 population or Primary
Trunk Dual Carriageways Under Construction, or what-
ever. The addition of a single attribute Feature Code,
though, using the MAPublisher ability to have a
spreadsheet attached to each layer, would mean that 25 to 30
layers would easily handle everything that the 400 are used
for in the example above. The map would look exactly the
same, and although all the roads, for example, might be in
one layer, any particular object type can be selected with
ease.

Q: We have data sets in both the Irish National and UK

National Grid System which I wish to bring together

into a single database, so that we can use them in global

warming/ climate change models. I have been searching

the web, unsuccessfully so far, to find the relationship

between the two grid systems, and hopefully a simple

program to perform the required offset/rotation/scaling

required. I was wondering if anyone could point me in

the right direction?

A: Both the GB and Irish (new) national grids are versions
of the Transverse Mercator Map Projection, but with
different centres. For GB it is centred on 2 degrees west and
49 north. I am not sure about the Irish one. They also have
offsets and a scale factor. Something like MapInfo,
MAPublisher within Illustrator or Freehand, or ArcInfo
could handle the projection change for you, and would
probably already have these Grids predefined.

Q: Can anyone help me about differences between Open

GIS and GIS on-line.

A: To put it very generally, GIS on-line is a term describing
the configuration of the information system: the various
elements that make up a GIS are distributed across a
computer network. There are several configurations of
where elements reside, depending on client-server
trade-off. Usually, the DBMS and geo-processing are taken
care of at the server-side, the display and basic display tools
(zooming, panning) are taken care of at the client side.
Most GIS vendors have come up with their own WebGIS
software packages. Since the various elements are taken
apart, a client may want to approach several servers. This
introduces a lot of heterogeneity in the system. This is
where OpenGIS comes in. I t comes up with
vendor-independent specifications of how a WebGIS
software package should be taken apart in different
elements and how these elements should interact. More and
more, GIS vendors take up these specifications in designing
their own packages to get rid of the system heterogeneity.
You may want to check out these URLs:

http://www.maps.esri.com

http://www.mapxtreme.com

http://www.mapguide.com

http://www.intergraph.com/gis/geomedia4/

http://www.macgillavry.169.nu/webgis.html

Q: I am looking for digital data of both urban and rural

areas for the following areas: Germany, France, Italy,

Benelux, Scandinavia, Austria/Switzerland, Greece,

South America, Japan. Can anyone point me in the right

direction?

A: Have a look at TeleAtlas, I think they cover most of Eu-
rope at a street level.

http://www.teleatlas.com/

A: I think it´s very dificult to find digital data fron Latin
American countries. The only place I know is:

http://www.clearinghouse.com.uy/

Q: Is anyone out there able to tell me if MacOpener

works for Illustrator files? The original files are in the

same version of Illustrator but produced on my

colleague’s Mac, and I want to open them on my PC

without having to resave them all as .ai files first.

A: I have had no problems opening Illustrator files from
version 6 (Mac) on version 8 (PC) from either Mac format-
ted zip, cd or floppy discs. Even without an “ai” suffix the
files can be seen and read. The only media that cannot be
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read with MacOpener is older floppy discs (DD) which are
not high density (HD) format.

A: Just add .ai to the end of all the file names, either on Mac
or on PC. On Mac you can use FileBuddy to do it in one op-
eration. On Win I am sure there is an equivalent way.
Illustrator, FreeHand, Photoshop, and probably many more
cross-platform applications save the data in exactly the
same format on each platform. The only problem you may
have is in font naming — fonts of the same name, from the
same foundry, may not necessarily give identical results. If
it is critical, you can convert to paths, but for small text this
may also yield unsatisfactory results because the printing
hints used for small point sizes are lost.

Q: I am looking for an example of a rotating geological

block diagram, or similar animated sequence to illus-

trate a Powerpoint presentation on Sub-Surface

diagrams. The only animated geology I know of is the

Geology Time Line which used to be on the BGS

website.

A: Try the USGS, who have various animations at:

http://wrgis.wr.usgs.gov/docs/parks/animate/mpegs.html

Q: I’m a cartography student trying to find thematic

maps or topographic maps of the moon … has anyone

heard of this? Actual georeferenced data of different

missions? I’m trying to make a thematic map of one of

the Apollo missions but I’m having trouble tracking

down the data.

A: Here at the Harvard Map Collection we have two draw-
ers full of maps of the moon. A spotcheck revealed that
some were made by the US Army’s mapping division in
1945, others by NASA. Many of these maps use
photographs as their base imagery, but also have lines of
lat/long and labels of craters and the like. I don’t think you
should discount these types of maps just beacause they use
images as basemaps. The reason this is done commonly on
maps of the moon and not of terrestrial maps is because the
information that we generally put on maps is more evenly
spread out on the lunar surface than it is on earth. Here we
have these pesky people who tend to bunch up in certain
areas, creating a need for maps of different scales depend-
ing on what region you’re looking at.

A: There was an excellent article in the last Society of Car-
tographers Bulletin (Vol 33 No 2) by Bob Parry entitled
“Hiking on Mars? The what, the how and the why of plane-
tary mapping”. It includes a series of URLs and traditional
references, some of which are relevant to Moon mapping.

Q: Can anyone tell me where I can get Elite Plan File

Suspension Tapes or a reasonable alternative?

A: These are some suppliers:
Impress Group for Planfiling suspension tape. Telephone
01952 423 300. I use card mounts with self-adhesive strip
both for the elephant tusk types and for the multi-hole types.
The multi-hole strip is Presspahn P5560 which I get via
Oyez-Straker 0171-976-8252 and the type for elephant
tusks from OCE (UK) Ltd. 0181-498-6303 - there are vari-
ous lengths available: Vistaplan, High March,
DAVENTRY, Northants, NN11. Tel: 01327 704767 Fax:
01327 300243 Email: info@vistaplan.co.uk

http://www.vistaplan.co.uk/

I have bought excellent suspension tape from ‘Preservation
Equipment’ Shelfanger, Diss, Norfolk IP22 2DG;Oxford
Draughting Equipment Co.3 Oxford Business Centre,
Osney Lane, OX1 1TB. They were 64.35pounds + VAT per
box.

http://www.pickIngpack.net/asp/index.asp

and plastic hanging strips from: Oce (UK) Ltd, Langston
Road, Loughton, Essex IG10 3SL.Phone: 0181-508-5544.

http://www.owa.co.uk/acatalog/index.html

Q: We are considering buying an A3 colour printer.

Does anyone have any experience of this? They must be

able to handle postscript, so inkjets are not an option.

Are A3 laserwriters really as expensive as I think?

A: We’ve got the Epson 3000 Stylus (inkjet :-) with the
PostScript and Ethernet options. It will handle a range of pa-
pers and other media up to A2 size and we’ve had excellent
results from it. If you have a spare machine, the PostScript
RIPServer ensures that your machine isn’t help up printing.
Paper costs aren’t too bad, and we find we use around one
ink reservoir (one per colour) each year (around UKP40
each) - compared to smaller inkjet printers, this appears to
be quite economical considering how much we print The
downside is that a Stylus 3000 with all the options will still
cost around UKP1500

A: We have a Epsom 1520 - works fine but very slow
(through the RIP) if your looking for a workhorse. We are
about to purchase a Lexmark OptraColour 1200 as we
already have several within the group and no reported prob-
lems. It does cost twice the price of the 3000 but you can get
6 sheets of A3 in colour out of it within one minute.

A: We have an Epson 3000 Printer with ethernet and the
Birmy postscript ripper CD. We did not find the Postscript
Rip satisfactory and we bought (on ebay) Adobe
PressReady. It does a wonderful job! On glossy paper at
1440 X 720 it makes Postscript look like a match print.

A: We have just bought an Epson photo 2000p (incl. rip).
Output is much better than old Epson 1520 but beware -
specialised paper and cartridges are almost twice the price
(and not as available) so include this cost in your calcula-
tons.

A: We recently bought a QMS Magicolor 6100 A3 laser
printer. We are still on the original toner cartridges so I can’t
let you know much about running costs at this stage. The
printer cost about £3500 and replacement toner cartridges
are around £110 for black and £120 each for cyan, yellow
and magenta. Not cheap but we are very pleased with the
quality of the output.

Q: I am looking for suppliers of decent globes, prefera-

bly in the UK or with good distribution in the UK. I have

tended to make my own, but they are for special needs

clients and much too large for this requirement.

A: Try Nick Bullmore at Latitude (Tel:01707 663090) he
sells several types of globe from a few pounds to several
hundreds and should be able to help you.

A: Try Geopacks, 92-104 Carnworth Road, London SW6
3HW. They have a variety of globes, and are very helpful if
you don’t spot exactly what you want from the catalogue.
Tel - 08705 133 168 Fax - 020 7371 0473 email - ser-
vice@geopacks.com
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Q: Does anyone have any recommendations of compa-

nies that have expertise in cycle route mapping?

A: Pindar have recently produced a map for Oxford in con-
junction with Oxford City Council. I believe the University
of Southampton Cartography Unit also worked on a cycle
map project for Southampton. Sustrans and Stirling
Surveys might also be worth speaking to.

A: Cambridgeshire County Council have just published a
new edition of their ‘Cambridge cycle route map’
(Cambridgeshire CC Cycling Officer 01223-717568). It is
edited by Cambridge Cycling Campaign (01223-504095).
The map is based, with permission, on OS mapping. The
‘Design-dell’ have their web site on the back cover:

www.design-dell.com

A: Two recent examples I know of. One for the City of
Philadelphia and one for The City of Toronto. The Philly
map was created by Steve Spindler at Bikemap.com He has
done quite a number of bike maps.

http://www.bikemap.com

The Toronto map was created by cartographers at the City
of Toronto (www.city.toronto.on.ca) and the map they
made can be seen at

http://www.city.toronto.on.ca/parks/cyclemap.htm

The person to contact there is Walter Gomes -
wgomes@city.toronto.on.ca

A: SUSTRANS might be the people to speak to. See
Society of Cartographers Bulletin Vol 32 No 2 article on p9
entitled “The development of the National Cycle Network
Map Series” by Alison Tracey. Their cartography seems to
have been done by Sirling Surveys.

http://www.sustrans.co.uk/

A: Another name to throw into the hat are Harvey Map Ser-
vices. Although specialising in maps for walking &
orienteering, they have produced cycling maps as well
including their Livingston Cycle Map, covering a district
west of Edinburgh. More details on their website:

http://www.harveymaps.co.uk

Q: Has anyone used the Mapinfo and Arcinfo/ArcView

packages so that they are able to make a comparison? If

so, are you able to precis the advantages and

disadvantages of these packages?

A: This could run and run and is in the genre of MAC v
Windoze; VHS v Betamax; Freehand v Illustrator; Word v
Wordperfect; Eastenders v Coronation Street or for our
friends across the pond, Bush v Gore etc etc.
We use both packages (MapInfo/ArcView) as we feel one
has better tools or interface for doing one process and the
other does things that the other doesn’t or does it differently.
It will also depend on which one you were trained in or
picked up first. They both do very well, what they set out to
do as desktop GIS’s. They both have their pluses and
minuses and I am not going to give either of the companies
ammunition to sue me for publicly expressing an opinion. If
you want to get serious about a GIS, and need to do a lot of
analysis rather than ‘just’ perform the usual GIS analysis or
store and view GIS data, then you may need something
more powerful - such as ArcInfo.
I prefer the digitising tools in MapInfo but prefer the overall
interface in ArcView - but coming from an ArcInfo trained

background, that wouldn’t be unusual. As we also use
ArcInfo, we perhaps use ArcView more often. As a small
consultancy/freelance production setup, we have to
respond to the clients requirements and deliver data and
maps or databases in the proscribed format. We do not use
them exclusively, but in conjunction with MS Office,
Paradox and other databases, so the ability to get data in and
out is a high priority. I am sure others will be on the list
giving you their thoughts on making maps with GIS!
My free advice would be to make a list of priorities of what
you want to do; what you think might want to do; what you
think your bosses/suits might want you to do, and check
them against each package - you may need more than one.
And then be prepared that when you have made the
decision, someone will come along and ask you to do
something else with the system that no-one had thought
about. Or get a Consultant to charge you exhorbitant fees to
do it for you.

A: There was a comparative survey in the GIS newsletter
Spatialnews early 1999. The URL I had for it is no longer
active, but a web search may turn it up.

Comment from one participant

on the carto-soc list:

There has been a slough of activity regarding CAD
issues recently on this list. I recommend folks check
out a rather active and well designed site called
Architosh <http://www.architosh.com/> which is
dedicated to Macintosh-based architects and related
professionals worldwide. They cover issues such as
migration from PC-based CAD systems to the Mac
and even CAD alternatives in traditionally graphics
design applications (eg Illustrator or Freehand).

Miscellaneous transactions

There have been many other postings, including: job
opportunities, and many software announcements - some of
which are included later in this column.

To subscribe to CARTO-SoC:

send Email to: listproc@sheffield.ac.uk with
the message subscribe carto-soc 'your full
name' in the body of the mail.

(For instance, if you were Gerardus Mercator, and wished to
subscribe, you would send the message subscribe
carto-soc Gerardus Mercator to the address:
listproc@sheffield.ac.uk).

To send a message to CARTO-SoC:

send Email to: carto-soc@sheffield.ac.uk.

You need to have first subscribed to CARTO-SoC to send
messages.

If your WWW browser is set up with your correct Email ad-
dress, simply type subscribe carto-soc 'your
full name' in the box, and send the message.
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Safe Software’s data access products
now on Red Hat Linux

Safe Software announced that its industry leading data
access products, FME Enterprise and SpatialDirect, are
now available on the Red Hat Linux operating system. With
the addition of Red Hat Linux support, Safe Software con-
tinues to expand its position as a multi-platform provider of
spatial data access solutions.

FME Enterprise is a complete data access solution for
reading, writing and transforming spatial data. Red Hat
Linux is the latest UNIX platform to be added to a list that
includes Solaris, AIX and HPUX. FME Enterprise allows
data to be shared among people and organizations that have
data resources in different GIS, CAD and database formats.

SpatialDirect is a cost effective system that allows or-
ganizations to provide spatial data resources to customers
and end users over the Internet/Intranet in user-selected
data formats and projections. SpatialDirect empowers end
users by allowing them to extract data from remote data
sources and then have that data sent to their desktops in the
data format and projection that best meets their needs.
SpatialDirect integrates with third party applications like
ESRI’s ArcIMS or it is available as a turn-key solution. In
the turn-key system, a freely available web browser -
Netscape or IE - is the only required client side software.

GDF support added to Safe Software’s data

translation products.

Safe Software also announced that its FME® and
SpatialDirect® products now offer support for GDF (Geo-
graphic Data Files). GDF is the new spatial data format
standard being adopted by Europe for road network infor-
mation, routing and GPS.

Using Safe’s data translation software products, GDF
data can be translated into over 70 different data formats for
use in GIS and CAD applications from leading vendors in-
cluding: Autodesk, Bentley, ESRI, MapInfo, Intergraph,
Sicad and Smallworld. GDF support is available from Safe
as an extra cost plug-in to be used with premium FME data
translation products and SpatialDirect web based data de-
livery systems. Both Windows and UNIX platforms are
supported. Reading support is available now. Writing sup-
port is in the final stages of development.

http://www.safe.com

PCI Geomatics offers the ability to
orthorectify IKONOS 1 and 4 meter data

Increase your productivity while lowering your data
costs by as much as 82%. Contact PCI (details below) or
visit their website. UK and Ireland Academic Sites - Soft-
ware available through CHEST:

http://www.chest.ac.uk/software/pci/index.html

Download a copy of Geomatica FreeView from:

http://www.pcigeomatics.com/freeware/freeware.html

Read more about Geomatica at:

http://www.pcigeomatics.com/product_ind/geomaticaindex.html

PCI Geomatics Group Ltd., 33-35 Station Road, Henley on
Thames, Oxfordshire, United Kingdom, RG9 1AT

Tel. +44 1491 412 114

Fax. +44 1491 412 115

Mobile +44 831 778383

Email selby@pcigeomatics.com

http://www.pcigeomatics.com

Macromedia and Element K launch
Macromedia University

Macromedia and Element K, a leading provider of cor-
porate e-learning solutions for business and technology
skills, announced the launch of Macromedia University.

This new site will serve as the premier online training
source for mastering market-leading Macromedia prod-
ucts. With the launch of the new site, Macromedia now
provides affordable, convenient, and effective online
e-learning solutions targeted at professional developers of
every skill level.

The courses are offered and priced on an annual sub-
scription basis across three libraries: Basic, Complete, and
Web Professional. Each course is self-paced and includes
8-12 hours of instructional content created with
Macromedia Director 8 Shockwave Studio and delivered
with the Macromedia Shockwave Player. The Macromedia
Basic library provides the foundation necessary for devel-
opers getting familiar with Macromedia Web authoring
products. The Macromedia Complete library adds ad-
vanced level instruction, and the Macromedia Web
Professional library offers an exhaustive range of courses
on topics ranging from Java and Linux to HTML and data-
base programming, as well as the Macromedia product
courses at all skill levels.

In addition to self-paced and instructor-led libraries of
courseware, Macromedia University will provide pre- and
post-course assessment tests to help evaluate each student’s
knowledge level in order to create a custom learning path,
localised courses, and online expert talks and chat sessions.
Element K will create all the course content and assessment
tests, manage the site, and provide reporting services.
Macromedia will provide subject matter experts, contribute
to and review course content, market and drive the develop-
ment of the service.
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Macromedia University libraries can be purchased on-
line, with annual subscriptions ranging from $99 for basic
libraries to $399 for the professional set. For details of
localised pricing call Macromedia UK on 01344 458600.
Commercial, educational and government volume sub-
scriptions may be purchased at a discount through
Macromedia resellers.

For more information visit:

http://macromedia.elementk.com/

For more information on Element K
visit:

http://www.elementk.com.

Contacts:

Nigel Cayless/Caro Bamforth/Andrew Osborne
Stewart-Muir Communications
Tel: 020 8943 2111
Fax: 020 8943 2888
macromedia@stewartmuir.com

CARTO-INDEX Software

Carto-Index is the automatic software to create an in-
dex for cartographers. It is software for map designers using
Adobe Il lustrator or Macromedia FreeHand.
CARTO-INDEX draws up a list for indexing from an Illus-
trator file (other applications can export to this format).
Guide editors, magazine and school book editors, and map
editors usually take a long time to index a map manually.
Until now, after you typed the names of all the streets in a
city plan, you had to type the complete list again manually,
looking for the coordinates with your finger, and to put be-
tween round brackets during a long time (a very long
annoying job for big cities…). Today, most important world
maps and city-plans designers use CARTO-INDEX.

CARTO-INDEX is Macintosh software based on the
reading of an Illustrator file. It is protected by a hardware

key. You can see an example
and more explanations at :

http://www.carto-index.com

ScanSoft Introduces New Forms
Hosting Service

Publish forms on the Internet and collect data without

HTML or CGI programming

ScanSoft, the leading provider of digital imaging soft-
ware, have launched eOmniForm.com, its first Internet
forms hosting service. eOmniform.com features lead-
ing-edge technology that publishes forms on the web with a
single mouse-click without any HTML, DHTML, or CGI
programming required. The eOmniForm.com forms host-
ing solution automatically saves completed forms in its
database, eliminating the need for data entry and file cabinet
storage. Once a form is posted on eOmniForm.com, anyone
with a web browser can access and fill out forms online, cut-
ting the costs to print, distribute and manage paper forms.

eOmniForm.com is designed to seamlessly integrate
with OmniForm 4.01, a new version of ScanSoft’s
award-winning electronic forms software.
eOmniForm.com and OmniForm 4.01 provide the indus-
try’s only paper-to-web forms hosting service, enabling
users to convert paper forms into web forms, each with its
own unique web address. OmniForm 4.01 includes
ScanSoft’s Logical Forms Recognition (LFR) technology.
LFR employs the award-winning OmniPage Pro OCR tech-
nology to convert printed words into electronic text and
recognise hyperlinks to URLs and e-mail addresses.

This combined technology offers the ability to create
electronic forms that maintain their original look and feel.
OmniForm 4.01 also features a set of design tools offering
the solution for both converting paper-to-web and design-
ing forms from scratch. With the Forms Intelligence users
can build intelligence into electronic forms including auto-
matic calculations, drop down boxes, or define parameters
and field types to ensure the form is filled out properly and
completely.

An OmniForm form can be saved in a variety of for-
mats, such as RTF (Microsoft Word), EXE (OmniForm
mailable filler), PDF, DHTML, HTML 3.2 and OFML
(OmniForm Internet Publisher Web format). Any form cre-
ated in OmniForm can be saved as .OFM (OmniForm
format) and filled out using OmniForm Filler 4.0.

eOmniForm.com is now available as a direct launch
through OmniForm 4.01. Customers can choose between
three levels of service: Basic Service: hosts up to 5 forms,
first year free; $ 49.95 per year thereafter. SOHO Service:
hosts up to 20 forms, $ 89.95 per year. Enterprise Service:
hosts up to 50 forms, $ 174.95 per year. In all three services
each form can collect up to 10,000 entries. OmniForm 4.01
is priced at £99 (inc.VAT). Owners of OmniForm 2.0 or 3.0
and OmniForm 4.0 can upgrade to 4.01 for £69 (inc. VAT).
OmniForm 4.01 is now available through all ScanSoft’s
usual channels.

eOmniForm.com requires the use of OmniForm 4.01
and Internet Explorer 5.0 (included on the OmniForm 4.01
CD) OmniForm 4.01 requires a 80486 or higher processor
running Microsoft Windows 95, 98 or Windows NT 4.0, a
minimum of 25 MB free hard disk space, a SVGA or VGA
monitor a Windows-compatible pointing device, a
CD-ROM drive, 16 MB RAM and a compatible scanner if
form scanning planned. OmniForm 4.01 includes support
for more than 100 flatbed and edge-fed, black and white and
colour scanners, including models from UMAX, HP and
Microtek, as well as TWAIN-compliant devices.
OmniForm filler requires a minimum of 10 MB hard disk
space. ScanSoft can be found on the Web at:

http://www.scansoft.com
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Landsat Publishing Wizard available for
ER Mapper

Earth Resource Mapping have released Landsat 7 Pub-
lishing Wizard for ER Mapper. This wizard works with the
Image Web Server and ER Mapper to quickly and easily
create Landsat 7 images for use within ArcView, MapInfo,
Microsoft Office, and even Web pages.

With the introduction of low-cost, widely available
Landsat 7 imagery, users around the world are in need of an
easy way to create and distribute standard views. The Land-
sat 7 Web Publishing Wizard taps into the power of ER
Mapper and the Image Web Server to cut the time and ex-
pense to create and distribute these images.

The Landsat 7 Web Publishing Wizard is available for
free download from the ER Mapper website. ER Mapper
6.1or higher and the Image Web Server are required to take
full advantage of the wizard.

http://www.ermapper.com/downloads

Cad Publisher 1.8 available

Cad Publisher bridges the gap between CAD and Pub-
lishing by giving you the tools to produce high quality
pre-rendered vector art from CAD DXF files as PostScript,
Adobe Illustrator, Acrobat PDF, EPS, WMF and EMF files
in monochrome, color and color separations.

The output files can be opened and edited or placed in
virtually any graphics and DTP application such as Acro-
bat, Quark, Pagemaker, Illustrator, Corel, Freehand, Word,
Photoshop, In Design etc. They can be printed to virtually
any printer, PostScript and non-PostScript.

Cad Publisher starts with a Level 1 version of the pro-
gram, through to Level 4. All of the Levels share the same
object processing engine and it is only the level of custom-
ization and automation that changes as you move through to
Level 4.Cad Publisher Version 1.8 has the following new
features:

¤ Process layouts from AutoCAD 2000.

¤ Process Paper Space from AutoCAD R14 and previ-
ous versions.

¤ 3D Views, even converting a 2D plan into a 3D view.

¤ Splines, all spines are now processed.

¤ R14 Hatching, you don’t have to save as R13 any
more.

¤ R2000 Hatching, you don’t have to save as R13 any
more.

¤ Arc aligned text is now processed.

¤ Windows Meta File output has been included for
business graphics output toWord.

¤ Enhanced Windows Meta File output has been in-
cluded for business graphics output to Word.

¤ Faster processing than previous release.

¤ Level 3 version of the program has been introduced.

Cad Publisher provides the strong link between CAD and
publishing for the electronic and print media. All of the in-
formation about Cad Publisher can be read at the web site.

http://www.jwgraphics.com.au

Maps In Minutes (MIM) Relief & Earth
Images Collection (EIC)

MAPS IN MINUTES World Relief @ £125.00 + delivery

+ VAT (produced by RH Publications)

Earth Globes & Whole World Maps with shaded
mountain and ocean terrain in a comprehensive selection of
projections and styles. Licenced for print, multimedia &
web. Royalty free. Highest quality, accurate, detailed and
editable. Projections include Orthographic, Gall, Mercator,
Robinson, Strebe, Times & Wagner VII.

Land & sea masks featured for multiple combinations
of different RGB colour options supplied ranging from
light, regular, medium, strong & greyscale. Gall World Pro-
jection (Euro-centric) includes layered vector coverage of
coastline & islands, major rivers & lakes, sea/ocean names,
country borders & names, capital cities. Designed for high
quality print with globes for up to A4 size and world maps
for up to A2 size output. Psd & tiff format supplied.

EARTH IMAGES COLLECTION @ £300.00 + £5.00

delivery + VAT (produced by Planetary Visions Ltd.)

EIC individual digital images (at size 1920 pixels
wide) @ £80.0 + delivery + VAT (email delivery available)
Photorealistic Globe and Map Images derived from
Earth-observation satellite data. Licenced for print, multi-
media & web. Royalty free.

Highest quality, accurate & detailed. Hundreds of 3D
globe views showing the world from all angles. Four styles
for each view showing cloudy, cloud-free, seafloor and
night-time aspects. Plus 9 world maps centred on 3 loca-
tions. Web-browser for easy navigation and selection of
styles. Individual digital images @ size 600 pixels wide and
@ size 1920 pixels wide supplied in jpeg format.

MAPS IN MINUTES offers a comprehensive range of
mapping products including World GeoPolitical, AA
sourced road maps (annually updated), UK & international
town plans.

Contact:

MAPS IN MINUTES

Driftwood, Treligga, Delabole, Cornwall PL33 9EE

Tel. +44 1840 212 135

Fax +44 1840 213 060

email : rhmim@btinternet

http://www.mapsinminutes.com
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Macromedia Files Patent Infringement
Counterclaims Against Adobe Systems

Macromedia announced it has filed counterclaims in
the U.S. District Court for the District of Delaware against
Adobe Systems Inc., for infringement of several
Macromedia patents. This action was taken in direct re-
sponse to Adobe’s initiation of a lawsuit against
Macromedia for allegedly infringing two Adobe patents.

Specifically, Macromedia counterclaimed against
Adobe for infringing three Macromedia patents:

U.S. Patent No. 5,467,443 relates to changing blended ele-
ments and automatic re-blending of elements and is
infringed by its Adobe Illustrator product.

U.S. Patents Nos. 5,151,998 and 5,204,969 relate to visu-
ally displaying and editing sound waveforms and are
infringed by its Adobe Premiere product.

Corel and Microsoft Announce Strategic
Alliance

Corel and Microsoft announced that they have formed
a strategic alliance that will see the two companies expand
their relationship to encompass projects related to
Microsoft’s new .NET initiative. As part of this expanded
relationship, Microsoft has purchased 24 million
non-voting convertible preferred shares at a purchase price
of U.S.$5.625 per share or a total purchase price of U.S.
$135 million.

CorelDRAW 10 Graphics Suite released

When it is released, CorelDRAW 10 Graphics Suite
will offer designers vector animation, page layout, Web
publishing, bitmap editing and Web animation - all in one
box. The new suite features an enhanced interface,
improved customization features, professional output
capabilities and support for text in multiple languages.

In addition to these exciting enhancements is the debut
of Corel R.A.V.E., a powerful new animation application
for creating live effects over time, generating a time line of
edited work, creating roll-over graphics and outputting
images to Macromedia Flash (SWF) format.

http://www.corel.com

A first attempt at a web bibliography of
history of cartography texts

A new page has been added to the ‘Map History’ site:-
“Web articles and commentaries on specific topics in the
History of Cartography"

http://ihr.sas.ac.uk/maps/webtexts.html

This is the first attempt to create a bibliography of
(free) web texts for the history of cartography. Some of the
‘history’ described is quite recent. You are imnvited to take
a moment to look at the listing of over 150 links. Many
more must exist. Contact the author to let him know when
you find further links - now or at any time. Like the ‘Map
History’ site as a whole, the aim of this page is to provide a
single ‘gateway’ to the subject.

Given that is it impossible to search for every possible
personal or geographical name, It could be no more than an
entry of standard terms into various search engines - Google
(much the best), Northern Light, Copernic, All the Web,
Altavista, Ixquick. Unfortunately, most relevant web arti-
cles do not have ‘history of cartography’ (or similar phrase)
in their title, and most authors neglect to use Meta Tags . {If
you are the author of a web article, please insert at least a
few general Meta Tags to make your work more visible.
Nobody will read it if they cannot find it}.

Ideally, web ‘directories’ would have gathered up this
material already. Roelof Oddens’s “Bookmarks” was a
great help, but he faces the same difficulty in finding ob-
scure sites. Yahoo added nothing new - whether under Arts,
Humanities, History, Maps or Science, Geography, Cartog-
raphy. Any clever searching suggestions you might be able
to offer would be much appreciated by the author.

The listing - equivalent to 12 printed pages - is a single
file. Although it is broken down into subject sections you
can search across the whole page. If you have a text that is
(or might be) on the web, please do not be modest. Check,
and if it is not there, send in the URL.

Since foreign terms were not entered, there is a real
lack of non-English titles. It is very much hoped that mem-
bers of the LIBER Groupe des Cartotécaires will be able to
help here. Finally, would you be interested in compiling a
similar listing for online exhibits (to complement John
Docktor’s online Calendar), perhaps combined with a list of
themed collections of images?

Contact:

Tony Campbell, Map Librarian

British Library Map Library

96 Euston Road, London NW1 2DB

Phone: +44 20 7412 7525

Fax: +44 20 7412 7780

Email: tony.campbell@bl.uk
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THE DIGITAL MAPPING SHOW
DESKTOP SOLUTIONS FOR BUSINESS

February 13-14, 2001

The Digital Mapping Show

The Barbican, London, England

March 27-28, 2001

The Digital Mapping Connection

Swallow St. George Hotel, Harrogate

The Digital Mapping Show has lined up an impressive
list of speakers for it’s London and Harrogate dates.

Vanessa Lawrence, Preetha Pulusani, Dr. Robert

Barr and Sir Ranulph Fiennes are named as speakers at
next Spring’s events.

At THE DIGITAL MAPPING SHOW SEMINARS in
London next year (13-14th February, 2001) the keynote ad-
dress will be presented by PREETHA R. PULUSANI.

Pulusani, a senior GIS executive who started her career
in software analysis, is a member of several professional or-
ganisations in the United States including the Open GIS
Consortium and Women Executives in State Government
(WESG). She is also an advisory board member of
Geospatial Solutions (formerly GeoInfo Systems) and
GeoWorld publications. Among her many academic quali-
fications is a Master of Science degree in Computer
Science. She has been with Intergraph Corporation for
twenty years and is currently Executive Vice President,
Mapping and GIS.

In Harrogate at the more intimate DIGITAL
MAPPING CONNECTION (March 27th and 28th)
VANESSA LAWRENCE, Director General of Ordnance
Survey will be presenting the keynote. The theme of her
presentation will be on the value and role of geographic in-
formation in e-business and in e-government. Also named
is DR. ROBERT BARR, Senior Lecturer in GIS at the
School of Geography, the University of Manchester as one
of the well-known speakers at the Harrogate event.

In addition, SIR RANULPH FIENNES, described in
the Guinness Book of Records as ‘The World’s Greatest
Living Explorer’ will be the after-dinner speaker at the in-
dustry dinner on 27th March 2001. Sir Ranulph has a
well-earned reputation as being an inspirational public
speaker as well as a motivational leader - and his talk will
ensure that this event remains a memorable occasion for all
those attending.

The Exhibitors

“We are delighted with the support from vendors,” says
Christine Prentice of Excell Exhibitions, organiser of both
events. “TheDigital Mapping Show in London is becoming
an important meeting place for the business mapping world.
Exhibiting companies already include the AA, Agfa,
Bartholomew, CadCorp, The datadepot , ESRI,
GeoCeoncept, Geolnformation, GMSL, Infotech,
Intergraph, Kingswood MapMechanics, LaserScan,
Navtech, Ordnance Survey, PC1 Geomatics, Positioning
Resources, SIA, Survey Supplies, Tenet Systems and XYZ
Mapping.”

“Many of these companies are also exhibiting at The
Digital Mapping Connection in Harrogate,” she adds. 1n
addition, the Association of Geographic Information (AGI)
and vendors which also include Geoplan, Geodesys and
Innogisties are, for the first time under one roof, serving or-
ganisations in the north which until now have been sadly
negelected."

“Harrogate will be different. It promises busy manag-
ers the opportunity for spending quality time networking
and connecting with their peers. Whether in government,
the public sector or commerce - this occasion should not be
missed,” she enthuses.

For further information on the seminars or the exhibi-
tions please contact Christine Prentice on telephone 01883
652661 or visit www.digitalmappingshow.com.

THE DIGITAL MAPPING SHOW LTD
THE STUDIO, SHIRES, MARDEN PARK FARM,
WOLDINGHAM, SURREY CR3 7J13
TEL: +44 (0)1883 652661
FAX: +44 (0)1883 65349
emall: info@digitaimappingshow.com

Information provided on behalf of Excell Exhibitions by Media
Matters.
Contact: Richard Hall. e-mail: richard@media-matters.com
Telephone: 01883 652530
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